
The Horse Stud 



A RARE BREED
KAROO RACNHING hosts a stud of elite endurance 
horses belonging to an internationally renowned 
horsewoman, Laura Dixon, formerly Laura Seegers, 
from Graaff-Reinet.

The Perseverance (PSV) Stud has special Arabian 
bloodlines including South African Old English 
lines to preserve a precious genetic heirloom.

These authentic horses are well suited to our 
incredibly mountainous and rocky terrain where 
they are often required to climb to high-lying 
areas to bring home stray cattle.

They are incredible endurance athletes with 
gentle dispositions.

What makes the PSV stud particularly special is 
that none of the horses are shod and run 
completely barefoot.  They have won many ultra-
distance races.





Our stud owner
Laura Dixon is a gentle soul with a passion for 
her horses.

She is renowned in the endurance riding circles. 
When asked, Laura shares her knowledge freely 
and openly with people, whether it is to do with 
breeding, riding or handling horses.

Laura has been competing in endurance riding for 
over 30 years, with 12,000 competition kilometres 
under her belt. She has also represented her 
country many times at this sport.

She has been one of the pioneers of barefoot 
endurance riding in Southern Africa, following 
her belief in completely natural practices.

PSV Jedi, one of the stud’s top horses was the 
first ever barefoot endurance horse to be 
selected to compete for South Africa.





Horses for Sale
The carefully bred PSV bloodline is a sought after bloodline as it 

encompasses a horse with incredible endurance, hardiness and gentle 

nature.

The horses are bred for competing in endurance. Many are bought and 

compete in high profile endurance races all around the country.

The special nature and qualities of our horses make them perfect 

for building confidence and many end up as treasured family 

members .

Contact us should you be interested in meeting some of our special 

steeds.




